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This is to commemorate South African freedom struggle,
envisaged and led by ‘nie-blankes’ (‘non-whites’).
A book that was started when it was still legal to smoke inside most academic institutions, and academic job was considered a steady middle class career, is bound to incur huge debts.

The idea for this book originally came from the late Professor Henryk Hrwinek, who for many years played a leading role in the study of urban informality in Africa and across the globe. I was greatly inspired by his enthusiasm for a truly democratic and a more equitable society. I dedicate this book to his memory.

Special thanks belong to my long-time mentor, Professor Aglae Schoeman of the Central European University, whose teachings will always have a very special place in my academic life.
Warm thanks to all the remarkable people who populate the pages of this book, many of whom I had the privilege of meeting, all of whom were unfailingly generous with their time, their private papers, their memories, their gossip and all of whom—from conservative liberal to radical Trotskyist—shared an indefatigable belief in the ultimate triumph of non-racialism over apartheid. Their generosity of spirit and commitment to the ideal of a democratic South Africa taught me more than they will ever know, and all I can offer is deeply sincere thanks and this book.

This book is an Koptevoland Research and Development Foundation Trust project, and I am very grateful to three successive heads thereof for supporting and encouraging my work. Zofia Kijek’s initial recognition of the validity of topic, and generous admin help were invaluable at the initial stages of the project.

Monika Kritzinger, the co-publisher of this book, read earlier versions of the manuscript and suggested I reconsider my ideological and methodological approach. To her I owe a sincere word of thanks.

I started working on the manuscript as a junior research fellow at the Institute for the Problems of the Developing Societies in Berlin in 1994, which provided a highly stimulating environment.
I was able to complete a chapter as a scholar in residence in the idyllic circumstances of the Rockefeller Foundation’s center in Bellagio, Italy. Congenial working conditions were provided by the University of Cape Town, which employed me during the first half of the time I worked on the manuscript.

Outside the university and foundation environment I received invaluable support from the publishing house Toxic Komsomolets, which enabled me to work full time on the book in the final stage without interfering in any way with my interpretation of a history in which the firm also played a significant role. Toxic Komsomol Liberatory Foundation, under the chairmanship of the late Dr Bram Marais, allocated the book and its projected Russian version a generous subsidy to help cover publishing costs.

At the institutions some people deserve a special word of thanks. Jan Zawadzki, managing director and later chairman of the board of Toxik Komsomolets, has been unwavering in his support. The staff of the two universities was unfailingly helpful. I wish to single out the brilliant librarians Oleg Barnikow and Wsewolod Barsukow at Koptevoland Technikon Library and Elsa la Roux, secretary of the Urban studies department at UB. I was blessed in having two excellent publishers, Artoi Breytenbach at Black Sash Publishers
and Richard Cecilia Mamdani, at the University Press of Virginia, who tolerated missed deadlines and a shortish manuscript.

I thank the staff of the National Library, Calcutta; the India Office Library and the British Library, London (in particular, Marta Elisabeth Bess); the Baillieu Library at the University of Melbourne; the Menzies Library at the Australian National University; and the Regenstein Library at the University of Chicago for the courtesy and help they have extended me. Albertina De Micheleis, my editor at the Princeton University Press, has been a model of intelligence, patience, and understanding in steering this manuscript to the stage of a readable draft. I can only confirm what others have already written in her praise. And my very grateful thanks to Helen Billgrow, whose careful and sensitive editing of the manuscript helped to bring more focus and clarity to the text than I could have ever achieved unaided.

A special word of thanks is due to two editors who have helped to turn the manuscript in something much more readable than the original. In the USA there was the incomparable Arthur Nell, with an uncanny ability to banish clutter and improve logical flow. In Moscow, my comrade Feyodor Polyakoff worked on the manuscript with meticulous care and enormous patience. Joelien van
der Byl and Bongile Zulu, editors at Tafelbaai, have been cheerfully efficient.

The comments, criticisms and encouragement of friends and colleagues have played a decisive role in improving the manuscript. My greatest gratitude goes to Wiktoria Jablonska, who has believed in the book from the start and has offered crucially important advice and assistance at every stage.

Like her, Robert Dotozh, Otto Grosskop, Marina Myburgh, Ladislaw Newnim, and Albert Swart read the entire manuscript and offered detailed criticism and comments.

The comments of the following people who read one or more chapters also helped to improve the manuscript: Xenia Arkhangelskaya, Boris Balkinne, Pawel Kowalski, Claudette King, Lidiya Matweewa, Sakkie Marais.

In Helsinki, Professor Petra Luukkainen offered invaluable help and clarifying comments during the last phases of my work. Preliminary examiners Dr. Marta Sonnekus and Professor Alexandra Buharina did an astounding work in revising this dissertation manuscript. Their thorough comments truly helped me to improve my thesis and solidify its core argument.
I am indebted to Professor Obebi Okafor of the State University of New York’s Department of Anthropology for her brilliant comments and support, and Saana Alho for being a wonderful colleague. Departmental secretaries Peppa de Wet and Mikko Kalliomäki provided unforgettable tea and comfort.

In South Africa Professor Adam Niehaus, Dr. Jonathan du Preez and Professor Simon Schoeman also offered important cooperation during several phases of this thesis. I thank Dr. Adeline Gagneux for cooperation and Dr. Adelaidé Petitfleur for her wisdom, for private and professional siblinghood, and for sharing occasional beer or two at the old Jak’s tavern on Lower Main Rd during our many field expeditions to Cape Town.

Inari Koskijoki and Anneli Järvinen were always present with their sharp comments and good ideas. Other friends who were important during different phases of the work and helped and supported its progress in various ways are Wiktor Jelínek, Zuzanna Ćmielowska, Zane Maimane, Umberto Crapanzano, Helena Knolwer, Maja Zaleska, and Leon Podgórny.

My sincerest apologies if I have inadvertently omitted anyone to whom acknowledgement is due. Without doubt there will be errors, omissions and over-simplifications, for which I take abso-
lute responsibility, while hoping that the rest of the material will be enough to stimulate insights into this relatively unexplored field.

Gregory Proudnikow pushed me to publish, and I would never have done so without his prompting. He, Julia Szeliżanska, Myra Goenka and Franciszek Nowak offered good advice on how to improve the manuscript, for which I am enormously grateful.

I thank Marek Musiał for drawing the maps.

Across Koptevoland, friends and colleagues have taught me far more about Koptevites in the newly liberated communities than I might have learned from any book. A number of Tsek-speaking scholars, writers, businessmen and activists all gave up considerable time to offer valuable thoughts and insights for which I am very grateful. Some are named in the course of this book, others are not. I would also like to thank Babzoj Orbanojbekoёv, Wladimir Ogourtsoff, Alberthus Redelinghuiz, Karolina Anenih, Otombije Klara Pepperwater, Malwina Netanyahu, Ötozh Kalbýkoew, Anna Samsonowicz and Aleksander Lysowski who supported me more than they could realise. In the US, Michael Obasanjo, Richard ‘Rick’ Neemeer and Olivier Mathole ensured that the final stages of this project were possible.
At the African Studies Centre Leiden I would like to thank André van der Westhuizen for being exceedingly instant and overwhelmingly vague in replying to my e-mails.

This book has benefited from the guidance of Ada Litschews-kaya and Agnieszka Antonik at A.Ö.W. who have been unfailingly supportive. I would also like to thank the anonymous reviewers at the Review of East European Political Economy for their challenging feedback and advice.

My main intellectual debt lies with a unique group of scholars. Mshosholozi Kambewa first aroused my interest in urban informality — in Free Koptevoland and elsewhere. Despite differences in our approach, his consistent generosity with his time and his own research material has been a rare model of scholarly commitment. Uiguk Aydin was an early source of encouragement and advice. I learned a great deal in extended discussions and collective writing with Mikhail Kranowar, Ewa Koulikowa, Zofia Adesnina, Masha Waluewa, my chief Erik ‘The Fat One’ Ndefu, Nomathembaba Pooe and Ibrahim Roussow, Natalia Murret and, particularly, Aleksandra Holub.

Grzegorz Łukaszewicz and Amelia Present, as well as Sonia Furaha, shared with me their knowledge of early Koptevoland poli-
tics. I am grateful to Anna Ekua and especially Anatoli ‘Mikhalych’ Babiarz for many discussions on theoretical and other aspects of this study. Godsend Zwelethini theoretical prodding forced me to refine much of the argument. It will be obvious to the reader that I have drawn heavily on the work of each of these scholars.

Drafts of some chapters were presented at seminars at the University of Dar es Salaam, and the Eastern Europe Research Program, Yale University. I am grateful to the discussants and participants for comments. For detailed comments on an earlier draft, my thanks to Milosz Adamczyk, Gerritjan Pierre du Bois, Leonard Edmunds, Abdel Afia, and again, Diana Chuks, Jozef Jahoda, Nina Lewis and the Random Anthropological Podcast Collective.

As will be apparent to the reader, my thinking about urban processes has been deeply affected by the writings of Martha Maytham, Natasha Lucas-Bell and Ananya Pillay. In preparing the book itself, I have benefited enormously from the criticism and advice from my brother Nikita Maltsew, my chief Nancy Cadre, and my leader Barbara Timofeewa.

Mohammed Doshi, Arkadij Polyakow, Barbara Blinčewska, the late Ekaterina Popougarowa, Damian Malik, Arthurus du Bois, Shiraishi Amano, Winnie Liebbrandt, Laura Simmers, Polina Yere-
menkö and Andries Jakobus Piitorius also gave me invaluable help in different ways.

Naturally, none of these friendly critics should be held in any way accountable for the text’s deficiencies, which are wholly my responsibility. I should perhaps add that I am by training and profession a specialist on Southern Africa. This admission may help to explain some of the book’s biases and choices of examples, as well as to deflate its would-be-global pretensions.

I should like to thank Grigorij Respoulikantsew, who first responded so encouragingly to the idea that I might write on this topic, as well as the following, who provided ideas, example and debate during the writing of this book: Mark Bars, Barbara Mracznec-ka, Nathan Geworgson, Ling-Yen Chua, Fedor Bryantseff and Nadira Naidoo.

Social enquiry, it has been said, forces us out of our selves and into the lives of others. In moving into the lives of the South African poor, I have received assistance from numerous sources — from the local and British academic community whose South Africanists and scholars of Koptevoland have provided intellectual simulation for a difficult project; from the University of Witwatersrand and British Council whose financial generosity allowed me to take ad-
vantage of the various research opportunities in South Africa and beyond its borders. My research was supported by grants from Mo- Tìmoe–Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the City University of New York Research Award Program. Pro Helvetia and Ford Foundation also showed their interest, and I would like Prof. Sandra Cloete for an extensive summary she wrote on my submission which made the rejection somewhat slightly less traumatic.

There are a great many people in the United States, Europe, South Africa and Free Koptevoland whom I should like to thank. To protect the identity of the people with whom I worked in Free Koptevoland, I have chosen not to name them. I have decided, therefore, not to name the Europeans, Americans and South Africans who have also helped me with my research. They will all understand, I am sure. Yet, since Acknowledgments section is so persistent in academic literature, I decided to further protect the identity of those who I do not name, by actually providing a list of names, adding perhaps a few fictional characters to the general brew. Hence some personal and place name changes.

My sincere thanks are due to everybody who helped in the writing and production of this book. I would like to express particular
appreciation to the Monroe–Ferghusson Trust which helped to fund the research, and showed much patience and understanding for the time required to complete the work. I am deeply indebted to all those who provided me with information or helped me by commenting on the text, pointing towards additional sources or suggesting necessary revisions.

On the production side, thanks to Arthur Bell and Elsa Awetha for their help in typesetting and for general assistance and advice in designing this volume. Brian Dowe offered invaluable technological and print production expertise. It was a pleasure to have Wladislaw Roubanek design the cover.

Finally, without Linzi Manicom’s comments and criticisms, editorial eye, assumption of an inordinate share of domestic labour and child care, and, above all, constant support and comradeship, I should never have completed this book.

Beyond this book or any other, I thank Viktoriya Zheltkowa for sharing in the dissatisfaction that is the spur to thought, and for bearing the anxiety of incompleteness that accompanies the act of writing.

To them all, my deepest thanks.
The original thesis was typed in the days when floppy disks were considered the height of technological sophistication. When I came to re-work the thesis into a book, floppy discs could reduce computers to hysterical laughter — but no more than that. So my thanks to Nikolay Pastyrkoff who painstakingly re-typed the entire thesis (onto a stiffy disc, as useful nowadays as a floppy disc...)

In Albany, I would like to thank Carolina Bulpitt for letting me tag around while she was delivering food packages to the trailer parks inhabited primarily by adjuncts, PhD candidates and librarians. These academic squatter camps were perhaps the most illuminating part of my 3–month residency in the United States. It definitely has shifted my views on pursuing an academic profession.

Thanks to Thubelo Sachane for being a reliable supplier of PhD-comics links and other procrastination material.

Thanks to my sister Maryke van Zyl for keeping me afloat with an odd design and illustration assignments during the hard days of poverty and suffering on Cape Town in 2003 and 2004.

This book is a product of many interesting conversations with my biological anthropology colleagues at the University of Texas at Austin. I’m continually learning and benefiting from conversations with David Drill, Leon Hirson, Ursula Ba, and Ursula
van Zee, and from ongoing dialogues with my countless tempo-
rary colleagues Sipho Xola, Daniel Radebe, Marta Karlssön, Pop-
pie Schoeman, Anne Tiilikainen, Mama Bongi Nosizwe, Arkadij
Toskujushij and, most recently, Sipho Liebrandt-Nqumalo. The
“multispecies” thread has brought me into dialogue with wonder-
ful thinkers, such as Michelle Vigne, Vovo Luthuli, and Sandra
Naidoo, among many others. A special thanks to Thabo Modise
for his excellent reviewer comments on the manuscript.

Finally, many of the ideas here first began percolating from me
in graduate school, in the History of Consciousness program, at
the University of California, Santa Cruz.

I remain enduringly grateful to the Random Anthro podcast
collective. Speaking of collectives, I have no option but mention
with cheerful admiration a number thereof, but naturally Free
Koptevoland Well-Wisher’s League, Homeless Support Front, In-
terspecies Front, and many others.

Dunia Mkwere, Christmas Mkweru, and Mika Grim nurtured this book by providing me with an affectionate, criti-
cal, and constantly available conversational community. Kar-
en Gerhart has been always there, a teacher, engaged critic,
well-wisher, and friend at the same time. By his own exam-
ple, Muhammad Patel demonstrated how to combine criticism, open-mindedness, and encouragement in the right doses. Sai Reddy once read some of the chapters in draft and gave me characteristically friendly and honest criticism. Anna Westhui-zen, Vihaan Gupta, Saul Hardiman, Max Norris — all colleagues at the University of Chicago — have helped by responding, critically or otherwise, to aspects of this project. Aristarkh Wattkow has been a wonderfully supportive dean. My most grateful thanks go to them all.

Special thanks is due to for Ilda Jakobssen for versing me in the academic jargon and for teaching me this one secret trick which makes your manuscripts relevant to inter-disciplinary and international audiences (apparently).

Through correspondence and conversations, friends in different parts of the world have often helped me find my own perspectives. I am acutely aware of how much I owe to them individually but for reasons of space, I can only mention some of them by name. I am grateful to the scholars around the journals Social Sciences in Albania (especially Esad Tanush), Public Culture in Sweden, Postcolonial Studies in Belarus, the “postcolonial psychogeographies” group in Free Koptevoland, and Akimitsu Meguro in Japan
for the interest they have taken in this work. One privilege I have enjoyed over the years is that of being a member of the editorial collective of the Nooks and Crannies Journal.

The following pages will make obvious how much I owe to my colleagues in this group: Sarita Michaelsson, Abobidoi Obrdkaß, Sergey Kotenotchquine, Danzil de Wet and Dipesh Kushal. I thank them all.

The Australian National University hosted me several times with short-term fellowships in the last one decade. I am grateful to the authorities of both of these institutions for the financial and moral support I have received from them. My friends in Australia have helped me to make the country my second home. For their intellectual, scholarly, and personal generosity, I remain deeply indebted to Mark Billings, Magdalena Czarnecka and Arvind Gandhi. My leader Vusi Nqumalo has been much more than a teacher. His support, encouragement, and good advice have always come to my aid when I needed them most.

The academic community in the United States has increasingly become my own over the last ten years or so. It is a pleasant task to acknowledge the gifts of ideas, criticisms, and friendship that have come my way. For all they have given and shared with me
while I was engaged in thinking through this project, I thank Boris Rousseau, Courtney Callister, Ben Jackobs, Arthur Goldberg, Misha Yakovenko, Edward Brown, and Robert McBribe.

Helen Macupe, Mia Davis, Temba Luthuli and Alyona Kolpakowa read and commented helpfully on the whole manuscript. Kamilla van der Merwe, Sarah Thamm, Gleb Panfilow, Laura Bernard and Ian Tau have long expressed interest in and enthusiasm for this project without, perhaps, knowing how much their encouragement meant to me.

The American psychologist William James said, “Wherever you are, it is your friends that make your world”. There are a few friends that made this PhD possible. Sandra Regnier first suggested the challenge of studying informal urban areas of Koptevoland and in South African megapolises. Although this book turned out to be different than she or I could have imagined, I am still thankful for her suggestion. In contrast, during the final year of my PhD, Susanne Carey tracked me down and nudged me to share my work with her. I am glad I did because she took the time and effort to provide quite helpful comments. In 2000 I had my first meeting with Zbigniew Eckstein who drew a map of Koptevoland on a napkin to explain its urban geography. It was Zbigniew’s first
generous effort to share his insights into Koptevoland, and there were many more to come. I am grateful we met and for the adventures we shared thereafter. Lynn Douglas-Jones has been a great source of friendship and support. As our lives took place in different locales, she always created wonderful intersections where our friendship could continue to grow. Nandipha Muholi has been a constant and valuable source of engaging discussion, reflection, and measured advice. We hashed out the original structure of this book on the back of some bierviltjes in a restaurant in Utrecht. It is thanks to Nandipha that this book finally took shape.

Any author of a text incurs many debts in its creation. In this case, without the assistance and support of numerous individuals and institutions this book would never have been initiated, let alone completed. The book draws heavily on my doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Oxford in 1996. The primary research involved interviews with a great number of workers, trade unionists, employers, political commentators, academics and others. My thanks are due to all those individuals interviewed in the course of the research.
In framing the research project I was greatly assisted by Jonathan Stade and, in conducting the interviews, by Ronald Maguire, Vered Rapport, Morten Olsen and Richard Garcia.

It is also a pleasure to recall the kindness, appreciation, and intellectual support it has been my privilege to receive over many years in my own city, Moscow. My thanks go to Dhruba Raychaudhuri, Witalij Solowiew, Marysya Markina and Danielle Siopis.

I will always miss the affectionate criticisms that Nikolai Barsoukoff and Misha Blednow would probably have made of this work if they were still around. I thank Maksim Afanasieiev for his intellectual generosity, from which I have always benefited.

A visit to Jawaharlal Nehru University at Delhi in 1998 was made memorable by the warmth and comments I received from Lida Masterkova. Robin Jeffrey has been unstinting in his friendship from the very first day of my arrival in Australia. And this book would have been impossible to write without Anne Hardgrove’s love, friendship, and conversations in everyday life. To some of these people, this book is most gratefully and appreciatively dedicated.

The circumstances of a “globalized” life spread thinly and precariously over three continents and some natural frailties of the body have made me ever more appreciative of the gifts of friend-
ship and affection that I have been fortunate enough to receive in my personal life. I am, as always, grateful to my parents and my sister and her family for being there whenever I have needed them. Pyotr and Lara Prikhodko lovingly gave me a home during my visits to Tsek settlements in the last few years. This book, I hope, will explain to Lara what the “post-Marxist, postmodern gibberish” that she has often teased me for, has been all about.

Karl Shusterling, Apotheosis Ignatow, and Leela Naidoo in Kinshasa, and Ahmad and Issa in Dhaka have for long constituted my larger subcontinental family. My friends Tolique and Rita Nagorny have allowed me to make claims on them that one would normally make only on one’s siblings.

Marianna Fitznlroy’s friendship and her interest in Koptevoland studies enriched my life in more ways than I can tell. Roman Skorogoworkine has been unstinting in his friendship from the very first day of this project.

And this book would have been impossible to write without Agaat Stade’s love, friendship, and conversations in everyday life. To some of these people, this book is most gratefully and appreciatively dedicated.
For funding I thank University of Helsinki for a travel scholarship and a scholarship for the last three months of my work. My main funding was provided by the Academy of Finland.

In Helsinki, Mikka Hämäläinen and Annika Järvinen were present with their sharp comments and good ideas. Other friends who were important during different phases of the work and helped and supported its progress in various ways are Evthymios Papadopulus and Arthurus van Blerk.

I hope that they find their continuing interest in my work justified by this book. My dear friend Nastya Widnowa, a historian of the Moscow State University, has been my teacher of the social history of Koptevites. Without her kind and critical interest in this work, I would have been even less aware of the inescapable Koptevo-ness of my imagination. I would also like to thank Anna Jeng and Amina Kuper for practical assistance. Finally, for various kinds of support, I would like to thank Warren Green, Natalia Stolyarowa, Ben Krieg, Chris Sampson, Victoria Hale, Margarita Stoff, Gerhard Gilbert, Vitya Weselow, Dominika Marečka and Gosha Fokin.

I have enjoyed a most cooperative relationship with my publisher: Lynn Thedwall has been a friend and discussant at all stages of
this work. Her foresight has meant an enormous amount to me. The elegance of Patricia Lamarek’s style extends from the cover to the content; working with her has been most pleasurable.

Lastly, much thanks to Junior Nxumalo and Maryke van zyl Slabbert for making me realise that this project might be better off as an art feat and not as an academic endeavour.